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SECTION 1

GENERAL INFORMATION

1-1 lntroduction

This manual provides complete information for the installation, operation, and maintenance
of the ELLISON Throttle Body lnjector (TBl).

This device offers improved aircraft engine performance and economy when installed and
operated in accordance with this manual.

The ELLISON TBI described herein is not FAA approved. lts use
in standard cateoory aircraft is prohibited.

1-2 Description

The ELLISON Throttle Body lnjector (TBl) is a variable venturi, diaphragm controlled, fuel
metering device configured to supply the fuel and air requirements of several popular aircraft
engines. lt will operate in any attitude and through a wide range of G-loads, making it an
attractive replacement for carburetors or fuel injectors.

1-3 Application

The ELLISON TBI is available in the five models listed in Table 1-3. Adjacent to each model
is a list of engines having airflow requirements compatible with that model.

Table 1-3

EFS-2 HAPI, Revmaster,Great Plains, and other VW derivatives

EFS-3 Lyc. 0-235, 0-290, Cont. 0-200, 0-300

EFS-4 Lyc. lO-320, 0-320, 0-340

EFS-4-5 Lyc. 10-360, 0-360,

EFS-S Lyc. 0-540, Cont. 0-470

EFS-10 Lyc. lO-540, Cont. lO-550

1-1 6t27t90



1-4 PrinciPles of OPeration

The TBI shown in cut-away in figure 1-4 is a variable venturi device in which the fuel injection

always occurs in the plane of maximum airflow velocity. .. 
Fuel injection occurs through a

matrix of very small metering holes located in a tube extending acr6ss the entire width of the

airflow passage. 
-FrJr 

is ad-nritteo to tnis metering tube by. a demand regulator, designed to

maintain a stightly-n.gltiu" iuef [resiytJ in .ttie meteiing tupe. . 
The metering tube is

positioned in a oor! iniErgnlne tnr6ttte stide. Movement of t-he throttle slide thereby controls

fuel flow as well 
"r-"irrro"* 

oy cnanging in. number of metering holes exposed to the air

stream.

Figure 1-4

Rotation of the metering tube through a maximum ang]e of 9.0, degrees changes the

orientation of the irLl-*ri.ring holes *ith respect to the ai-rflow. This rotation serves as the

pilot's mixture control. Full lean o..rrr when ine holes are facing directly into the on- coming

airflow, and a prof ressiuely ricner mixture is obtained as the holes are rotated away from the

zero angle of attack Position.

Because the fuel pressure in the metering tube.is maintained below ambient pressure, fuel

will not flow from ine metering noteJ ,nr5.s induction air is flowing through. the inlet bore'

This feature permits the engine to be shut down without the necess'rty of turning off the main

fuel valve.

ldle fuel is dispensed by an idle fuel jet whose.discharge.rale i.s adjusted by a conventional

needle valve. This valve is located in tne regulator end of the body and is adjusted using a

5/32 inch Allen wrench.

1-5 Fuels ComPatibilitY

The ELLISON TBI has been designed specifically. for aircraft use and has been thorou-ghly

tested with aviation fuets. nuto oiagri*jltrrit tr,jrs should Nor be used with the ELLISoN

TBI.

1-2
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1-6 Performance Baseline

It is suggested that prior to beginning the installation of the TBl, the aircraft be flown through
the flight test outlined in Section 5-1 of this manual steps 3 through 13 using the aircraft's
original fuel metering system. Later comparison of this data with post-installation data will
quantify the performance benefit or penalty resulting from the TBI installation.

ln order to assure accuracy, it is very important that the test be flown in smooth air,
preferably in the morning. lt is also important that the aircratt be properly trimmed and
allowed several minutes of hands-off level flight to stabilize its speed before any
performance data is recorded.

1-3
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SECTION 2

INSTALLATION

2-1 Planning

Because of the many differences between the TBI and the aircraft's original fuel metering
system, it is very important to carefully plan the routing of all linkages, plumbing, and ducting
before beginning the permanent installation.

Like other diaphragm fuel metering systems such as the Bendix PS-5 carburetor and the
Bendix RSA-S Fuel lnjector, the TBI will experience momentary power loss when momentary
interruptions in fuel flow occur. This can result from the formation of vapor or the ingestion of
air from leaks in the fuel system.

Below is a list of potential vapor or air leak sources that should be considered during the
planning phase of any TBI installation.

1. Boost pump, gascolator, fuel filter, and fuel valve should preferably be located
outside the engine compartment or mounted together and blast cooled.

2. Boost pump should be located below the level of the fuel in the tanks.

3. Fuel lines in the engine compafiment should be insulated by fire sleeve and
protected from radiant heat sources (exhaust pipes) by reflecting baffles.

4. Minimize the number of fuel line fittings especially 90 degree elbows, and
minimize the length of the fuel line especially in the engine compartment.

5. Maintain constant upward slope of fuel line from the boost pump (i.e. avoid high
points or loops where air bubbles can accumulate).

6. On aircraft with improperly baffled fuel tanks, the fuel tank pick-up can become
unported allowing air bubbles to enter the fuel line. ln such cases, long slips and
sharp taxi turns before takeoff should be avoided while operating with low fuel
tank levels.

7. Avoid the use of auto fuel.

8. Avoid fuel system complications which invite errors in fuel management.

9. Loose fittings, deffective O rings, split flares or improperly installed components
such as primer pumps and gascolator seals can be a troublesome source of air
leaks and areusually difficult to identify.

2-1 6t27t90



2-2 lnstallation Requirements

ln order for the ELLlsoN TBt to perform satisfactorily and dependably, the finished

instlttation must include the following features:

A. lnlet air filter

B; lnduction air heat system

C. Cockpit throttle stops, open and closed

D. Cockpit mixture control stops, rich and lean

E. Fuel filter, 70 micron or finer

F. Fuel pump with 2 to 6 psi output pressure for all units except the EFS-10 which

requires 12 to 1B Psi'

G. lnduction sYstem Primer

H. The aircraft fuel system, up to the point of connection to the TBl, including lines'

filters, pumps, valves, and'fuel flow sensori, must demonstrate the capability of

flowing 150% of the ,"t.J po*r. fuel_requirements of the engine when operating

on the'laJtluf fon oituet in the tank. This flow capacity must exist when the

aircraft is at the pitch attiiui.liriJing minimum tuel hbad and with the fuel boost

PumP oPerating.

l. Fuel tank vents in all tanks

2-3 Mounting

Because the ELLlsoN TBI uses a diaphragm-in lieu o{ a float chamber, the unit may be

mounted in nearr/a-nv p*ition Th;;e ari afew positions which should be avoided if

possible.

When mounting the unit in a horizontal or "side draft" orientation, avoid any position which

puts the fuet meterin! trn. in the vertical or near vertical plane. Positive or negative "G"

ioi..r acting on the diaphragm will a1er iuel metering'

The Bendix RSA-S fuel injection system and PS-S pressure

,"rOut"tot use fuel p*pi with ouiput pressure: 9f 29 and 15 psi

iJrp.tii"rry.-iucn rio.iJt. may'be ihcompatible with standard

TBI confiqurations.

2-2
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2-4 Fuel lnlet Fitting

The TBI body contains a double ended fuel inlet chamber which has a 9/16-18 female thread
at each end. The fuel inlet fitting with attached filter may be installed in either end of this
chamber. The opposite end contains an AN-814-6D plug. The TBI fuel inlet fitting is
compatible with standard 3/8 inch tube fittings found in most aircraft fuel systems.

The inlet filter (Fig. 6-0, item #2) is a 150 mesh stainless steel finger screen which is quite
fragile and must be handled with care when removed. Great care should also be exercised
to avoid the introduction of contaminants into the housing when removing and replacing the
inlet screen orthe plug. lnstallation of the inlet fitting as well as the AN-814-6D plug (Fig. 6-0,
item#8) intotheTBl bodyrequirestheapplication ol75to120in-lbsoftorque. Thefuel inlet
screen is a "last chance" filter;therefore, the aircraft fuel system must include a primary filter
of 70 micron rating or finer.

lf contaminants are found inside the TBI inlet filter
screen, then a failure of the main airframe filter has occurred and

must be corrected.

CAUTION
Do not use thread sealing compounds or tape. All fitting joints
use either an "O" ring seal or a flared tube seat and, if properly

installed, require no additional sealing material.

An optional fuel inlet fitting incorporating a 90 degree elbow is available on special order.

2-5 Throttle Linkage

During engine operation at less than full throttle, a substantial pressure difference exists
between the two ends of the throttle slide. This pressure gradient causes a strong buoyancy
force acting to close the throttle. This force is greatest at idle and diminishes at increased
throttle openings.

Because of the higher throttle friction associated
pull cable in only one direction with spring return

with the TBl, linkage installations utilizing a
in the opposite direction are not satisfactory.

ln the event of any throttle linkage failure allowing unrestrained
throttle movement, the engine will immediately and without

hesitation, return to idle.

2-3
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Throttle Body lnjector models EFS-4, EFS-4-5, EFS-$ and EFS-10 may be configured with

their throtle control arms and fuel iitiings locaied on either side of the body as illustrated in

Fig. z-51 . custori"i pl&"r.1ce t9r tneie two options must be specified when ordering. The

M6Oel EFS-3 is only available with throttle configuration A.

P
oJ

6fFUEL INLET FITTING

THROTTLE ARM

View Looki ng 'into Engi ne

Figure 2-5.1

Throttle linkage connection to the TBI throttle control arm must prolide movement which is

p"ruir.r to tne"tnrottle control arm within plus or minus 5 degrees._This requirement may be

ffiiriing a bell crank arrangqment such as the one illustrated in Figure 2-5.2 or a push-pull

cable or rod as ittustrated in- Figure 2-5.g. The throttle control arm is supplied. with a ball-

swivel fitting.ont"inin! jro-gffemale thread for connection to a pushrod or Morse cable

end.

Throttle linkages which utilize a push-pull c-able may have the cable housing secured to the

rgf bt an optionat EFS cabte ctamp (Fig. 6-0, item # 26) illustrated in figure 2-5'3

2-4

Figure 2-5.2
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Fig. 2-5.3

NOTE:
Maximum throttle control arm extension at full throttle for the

various models is as follows:

EFS-10 2.4 inches

EFS-S 2.0 inches

EFS-4-5 1.875 inches

EFS-4 1.750 inches

EFS-3 1.625 inches

Additional allowance must be made for engine movement on
mounts to assure no interference with other parts of the engine or
airframe comoonents.

Following installation and hook up of the throttle linkage to the TBI throttle control arm, the
cockpit mounted "open throttle" stop must be adjusted so that the cockpit throttle control
contacts the stop concurrent with, or prior to, the slide reaching its full open position. This
stop is required to prevent excessive pilot force being applied to the throttle control arm.

Adjustment of the "throttle closed" stop will be described in Section 3-4 of this manual.

2-5 6t27t90



2-6 Mixture Linkage

The mixture control arm assembly located on the protrudilg- eJrd 9f the metering tube is

permanentty pinned in place limiting t-he 1;p: totutiSn to a gb degree angle' The mixture

bontror is in the furr rich position whe"n ihe adjustmeni screw on the hixture fimit arm contacts

the stop pin. rurr iein o'c.u* wnen'ihe-oppodit. reg of the rimit arm contacts the pin'

The outer portion of the contror arm may be oriented at any angle for compatibility with the

mixture control linkage.

After the instailation is compreted, the adjustment screw may. be adjusted to limit the travel to

some angre ress than ninety oegrees. 
-fni. 

angre *iii o"'determined in section 3-2 of this

manual.

2-7 lnduction Heat

contrary to common berief, the ELLrsoN TBr can accumurate ice! Additionally'

engines with cord inJr&ion maniiotos such as tne iour cyrinder continental engines, the

continent ar 0-470, and ail Vorkswagen derivative engineq 
-arlggpeciailv 

susceptible to the

formation of maniford ice. FOR'?;;S; 
'REAsoN6, 

nr-L rBr 
'rNsTAt-lnrtous MUST

IN'L,DED AN tNDUcrloN HEATiNG 
-svsrcM. 

Fol-low engine or airframe manufacturer's

,r.ott.ndations for use of induction heat'

2-8 Protection from Engine Heat

Air temperatures in the engine..compartment downstream of the cyrinders are usually about

the same as the engine's oir tenipei"trlq .,quer system co.mponents such as filters'

oascorators, boost pumps etc, wnen Tocaieo in this nigri t..perature environment can easily

ieat the fuel to its boiling temperaiur.. wnit. float caiburetors separate vapor and discharge

it through the fl; oowt"uent,'tne'igi, like other diaphragm controlled fuel metering devices'

pass this vapor on to ine engin., orrriint in rougnri-ess,-po*er ross or power instability'

Vapor Problems can be avoided bY :

1. Locating filters, gascolators and boost pumps..outside of the engine compartment'

Z. tnsuiatiig engin6 compartment fuel line with fire sleeve

3. Blast cooling tne engine driven tuet pump' lf .it is 19t 
possible to mount these

components remotef','in.n tney shorid il enclosed together in a box or shroud

and blast cooled'

2-6
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2-9 lnduction Air lnlet

Fuel metering in the Ellison Throttle Body lnjector is accomplished by sensing both the
direction and velocity of air flowing past the metering tube. This means that engine
performance can be adversely affected if air entering the Throttle Body lnjector is extremely
turbulent or is delivered from only one side of the inlet bell mouth.

ln general, the efficiency of the induction air inlet can be judged by engine smoothness at full
throttle and the extent to which the engine can be leaned at cruise power. An inlet with good
flow characteristics will allow an engine equipped with a fixed pitch propeller to run smoothly
with the mixture leaned 200 RPM below peak power when operating at or below 75"/o power.
An engine equipped with a constant speed propeller should demonstrate smooth operation
when leaned to peak exhaust gas temperature while operating at or below 75"/" power.

AUTION:
Severe engine damage can result from operation above 75%

power with an excessively lean mixture. At a pressure altitude of
7000 feet, the engine produces only aboutTS% power at full
throttle and can tolerate leaner mixtures. Consult the engine

manufacturer's operating manual for proper leaning procedures
for fuel iniected rnes.

2.9.1 Good lnlet Configurations

Fig. 6-1 through 6-3 of Appendix D, illustrate good inlet configurations. These promote
excellent cylinder to cylinder fuel distribution because air enters the Throttle Body lnjector
inlet uniformly from 360 degrees around the inlet centerline.

2.9.2 lnlet Configurations to be Avoided

lnlet configurations such as shown in Fig. 6-4 and 6-5 of Appendix D, require intake air to
undergo a sharp 90 degree bend while entering the Throttle Body lnjector, causing some of
the metered fuel to be deflected against the throat wall. Full throttle operation will be rough
due to poor fuel distribution, and the engine will have little tolerance for operation on lean
mixtures at cruise power settings.

Some configurations which do allow 360 degree air delivery like the one shown in Fig. 6-6 of
Appendix D, will experience problems at full throttle due to the short vertical distance
between the Throttle Body injector and the opposite air filter flange. This configuration
promotes the formation of a standing vortex in the inlet bell mouth, reducing the airflow
capacity of the Throttle Body lnjector with resulting full throttle roughness and loss of power.

2-7
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lf the engine does not start by the fifth compression stroke, return to step 11. lf
step 11 has been repeated three times or if symptoms of flooding occur, refer to
Section 4-4 Unloading. Then return to step 12.

lf the engine runs at a normal idle RPM and then dies after consuming the prime
fuel, turn the idle mixture screw (Fig. 6-0 item # 5) 112 turn counter clockwise and
begin again at step 1 1.

lf the engine runs at very low RPM and then dies, increase the idle throttle
opening by rotating the idle throttle stop screw (Fig. 6-0, item # 40) clockwise as
necessary to obtain stable operation.

Fine tuning the idle adjustment is described in Section 3-4 and
will be done after the engine has been thoroughly warmed up by

ration at full Dower.

19. Both Magneto switches to OFF position at all times except when engine is being
staned or is running.

3-2 Maximum Throttle Adjustment

Due to variations in engine installation, it may be necessary to limit the full throttle opening.
For example, turbulent intake air entering the TBI from a short radius elbow may cause the
engine to loose power at the full open position. Also, a highly pitched prop might limit engine
RPM to a point that the engine does not require the maximum throtile opening. ln both
instances, the engine could likely produce more power if the throttle opening is closed
slightly.

The following steps should be followed only if it is determined that the engine runs rough,
loses power, or is excessively lean at the full throttle position.

1. Secure the aircraft with tie-downs and wheel chocks.

2. lf an absolute pressure manifold pressure gauge is installed, note the reading
that occurs prior to engine start. lf a manifold vacuum gauge is installed, confirm
that the gauge reads "zero" prior to engine star1.

3. Start the engine and run at low power until the engine is properly warmed.

4. Slowly open the throttle until the manifold pressure gauge reads 1 to 1.5 inch of
mercury less than the pre-start reading. lf a manifold vacuum gauge is used,
slowly open the throttle until the manifold vacuum reads 1 to 1.5 inch of mercury.

5. While the throttle is locked in the position established in step 4 above, adjust the
mixture control to provide peak RPM.

16.

17.

18.

3-2 6t27t90



6. With the mixture control secured in the peak RPM position, confirm that the
manifold pressure or vacuum gauge reading is unchanged from step 4.

7. Mark, measure, or otherwise note the throttle position so that this position can be

reset following engine shutdown.

8. Return the throttle to idle.

g. After sufficient cool down, kill the engine by turning off the ignition.

10. Adjust the cockpit throttle stop to the position established in step 7.

1 1. Start the engine and confirm that the throttle stop limits the throttle opening as

specified in steP 4.

3-3 Full Rich Adjustment

The following procedure should be carried out with all inlet ducting removed. Because the
engine will b6 bperated at full open throttle, a piece of 1116 " mesh screen should be secured
over the bellmouth to prevent the ingestion of foreign debris.

1. The aircraft must have its tail tied down and wheel chocks must.be in place.

2. Start the engine and run at low power and full rich mixture until the engine is

properly warmed.

3. Run the engine briefly at full throttle and adjust the mixture control to 50 RPM_drop

on the rich lide of pdak RPM (or 200 degrees F on the rich side of peak EGT if a
constant speed propeller is installed).

4. While the mixture control remains fixed in the position.established in step 3,

return the throttle to idle.

5. After sufficient cool down at idle, kill the engine by turning the magneto or ignition
switch to OFF.

6. With the engine off, adjust the full rich mixture stop on the TBl.(Fig. 6-0, item # 46)
to the position established in step 3.

7. lf the mixture stop screw does not have adequate travel to stop metering tube
rotation at the position in step 3, then a stop may be installed on the pilot's
mixture control or some other location in the mixture linkage.

3-3
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8. lnstall the air filter and all inlet ducting, repeat steps 1 and 2, then run the engine
briefly at full throttle. Confirm setting established in step 3, and make additional
adjustment if required. lf roughness occurs at full throttle with all inlet ducting_ in
place, then excessive inlet turbulence is indicated. Consult section 2-9 regarding
Inlet duct design or limit full throttle opening in accordance with section 3-2 of this
manual.

3-4 ldle Adjustment

The following procedure requires that the cockpit mixture control be placed in the full rich
position, and that the engine oil temperature be at least 100 degrees F.

1. Start the engine and set the throttle to the desired idle RPM.

2. lf the engine is running with excessive richness or leanness, correct by adjusting
the idle mixture screw (Fig.6-0, item # 5). Clockwise to lean and counter
clockwise to enrich.

3. Adjust the idle throttle stop screw (Fig. 6-0, item #40) as necessary to get desired
idle RPM.

4. Adjust the idle mixture screw to give peak RPM; then enrich to decrease speed
by 25 to 50 RPM.

5. lf idle RPM is different than desired, return to step 2. Several iterations through
steps 2 through 4 may be required.

6. Following completion of the above, the engine should run at the desired RPM
with the mixture control in the full rich positions. Movement of the mixture control
to the full lean position should cause the engine to increase its speed 25 to 50
RPM before decreasing.

7. Accelerate the engine from 1000 RPM to full power by sudden throttle movement
to wide open. lf the engine stumbles or hesitates, then the idle mixture must be
enriched.

8. Operate the engine at full throttle and exercise the mixture control to confirm full
riih operation is 50 RPM or 200 degrees F. EGT on the rich side of peak. lf not,

then repeat steps 3 through 6 of Section 3-3.

9. Safety wire the idle throttle set screw.

3-4 6t27190



3-5 lnstallation Completion

1. Use safety wire or cotter keys as appropriate to secure the following:

A. Fuel filter housing plug (Fig. 6-0, item # 8).

B. ldle throttle set screw (Fig. 6-0, item # 40).

C. Ball swivel fitting on throttle arm (use supplied snap ring).

D. Throttle cable clamp screws (Fig. 6-0, item # 27).

E. The regulator cover should still contain the factory installed safety wire and
lead seal.

F. Both ends of pressure reference tubing (Fig. 6-0, item # 54).

2. lnstall all remaining induction system components.

3-6 lnstallation lnspection

After the TBI installation is completed in accordance with the preceding sections of this
manual, it should be inspected by an A&P or someone having equivalent technical expertise
in aircraft fuel systems. This independent second party inspection will minimize the chance
of some unsafe condition remaining undetected. Following the visual inspection, the
inspector should observe a ground run from idle to full static RPM, watching for fuel leaks,
excessive exhaust smoke or any other indications of unusual engine behavior. Any
discrepancies must be corrected prior to proceeding with the first flight (Section 5). 

I

Following engine shutdown, inspect the engine, TBl, and all associated plumbing, linkage, 
'

and ducting for signs of chafing, interference or leakage.

Following completion of the above inspection, install the cowling and any other items
necessary for final airworthiness.

Make appropriate entries in the aircraft log books and consult with the FAA regarding any
requirements they may have for revising the aircraft's operating limitations.

3-5
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SECTION 4

STANDARD OPERATING & MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

4-1 General

This section outlines the procedures to be used in normal operation of the ELLISON TBI after
the unit has been installed and adjusted in accordance with the preceding sections of this
manual. lf any instruction or procedure specified in this section conflicts with
recommendations of the aircraft or engine manufacturer, then those recommendations
should take precedence over contrary instructions contained herein.

4-2 Normal Starts

The following starting procedure should be used for the engine's first start of the day and any
time the engine has cooled to ambient temperature.

1. Both magnetos OFF.

2. Master switch ON.

3. Brakes ON, wheel chocks in place or tail tied down.

4. Mixture FULL RICH.

5. Throttle cracked 1/8 inch.

6. Prime the engine in accordance with the engine manufacturer's instructions.

7. Magneto switches positioned as recommended by the engine manufacturer for
engine starting.

8. Engage the stafter or commence manual propping.

9. lf the engine does not start by the fifth compression stroke, return to step five. lf
symptoms of flooding occur or step five has been repeated three times, then
proceed to Section 4-4 (Unloading).

10. When then engine starts, switch magnetos to BOTH ON and set the throttle to
the desired RPM.

4-1 6t27t90



4-3 Hot Starts

When the engine is warm, use the same procedure as for normal starts, except omit the use
of prime fuel (step 6).

NOTE:
Hot starts are sometimes more easily accomplished if the engine
is shut down using the magneto switches rather than the mixture

control.

4-4 Unloading

lf during starting attempts the engine becomes overloaded with fuel, the induction system
may be cleared as follows:

1. Both magnetos OFF.

2. Throttle FULL OPEN.

3. Mixture control at FULL LEAN.

4. Manually rotate the engine backwards through 20 blades.

5. Close the throttle and initiate the appropriate starting procedure once again.

4-5 lnflight Leaning

The ELLISON TBI provides improved fuel distribution when compared to conventional
aircraft carburetors. For this reason, the common practice of leaning to the threshold of
engine roughness may place a TBI equipped engine far on the lean side of safe operation.
Therefore, follow the engine manulacturer's recommendations which rely on EGT, fuel flow,
or RPM as a reference for leaning.

6t27t90
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4-6 Engine Shutdown

The engine may be shut down by any of the following:

1. Set the mixture control to FULL LEAN.

2. Set the main fuel valve to the OFF position.

3. Turn both magneto switches to the OFF position.

lf procedures 1 or 2 are used, both magnetos must be turned to OFF after the engine has
stopped.

It has been observed that hot re-starts are sometimes more easily accomplished following
engine shutdowns using procedure 3.

tt is good practice to occasionally kill the engine with the magneto switch to determine that
both magneto grounding circuits are functioning properly. A switch malfunction or an "open"
P-lead will permit one or both magnetos to remain "hot", allowing the engine to continue
running regardless of switch position.

CAUTION:
Because of residual fuel that always remains in the fuel system,
there is constant danger of the engine firing if the propeller is

rotated.

The main fuel valve must always be placed in the OFF position whenever the aircraft is to be
parked or hangared.

4-7 lnduction lce

Contrary to common belief, the ELLISON TBI can accumulate ice! Additionally,
engines with cold induction manifolds such as the four cylinder Continental engines, the
Continental 0-470, and all Volkswagen derivative engines, are especially susceptible to the
formation of manifold ice. At idle power, icing is indicated by erratic RPM (loping after a
smooth idle) or other signs of richness. This condition can be corrected with the application of
induction heat. ln cruise, lcing might be indicated by a gradual enrichment of mixture, or the
inability to lean the engine with the mixture control. This condition can be corrected by
selecting full rich mixture and applying induction heat. Additionally, any ice built up during
cruise can sometimes be removed by cycling the throttle from full open to full closed and then
back to the desired setting.
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4-8 Hot Weather OPeration

When operating in conditions of very ho.t ambient air temperatures with very tightly cowled

.ngln.-initattaiionJ,-fu;l vapor formation may occur cbusing engine roughness. This

problem can usuallY be solved bY:

1. careful thermal insulation of all fuel lines and fuel system.

2. Air blast cooling of fuel pumps and other fuel components.

3. lnstallation of thermal shields to protect fuel system components from radiant

heating bY exhaust system.

4. Turn boost PumP ON'

4-9 High Altitude Takeoff

When operating out of high altitude airports, take.off

manual' mixtuie control in accordance with the
recommendations.

power should be oPtimized with the
aircraft or engine manufacturer's

4-1O Maintenance and RePair

The following maintenance should be accomplished at the intervals indicated:

1. Remove and clean or replace the aircraft main fuel system filter each 50 hours of

engine oPeration.

2. Remove and clean the TBI fuel inlet finger screen each 50 hours of engine

operation. Check condition of the viton "O" ring and replace with EFS P/N 29-009

if damaged.

CAUTION:
Do not use thread sealing compounds or tape. All fitting joints

use either an "O" ring seal or a flared tube seat and, if properly

installed, require no additional sealing material.

lf contaminants are found inside the fuel inlet filter screen, the
source must be found and corrected.
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3. Clean the inlet air filter each 50 hours of engine operation or more frequently if
operated in dusty conditions.

TION:
The ingestion of unfiltered air into the TBI can create hazardous
throttle plate bindinq and slide seal wear.

4. After an initial period of five hours of operation, idle mixture should be checked
and readjusted as needed.

Field repair or disassembly of the regulator portion of the TBI is not authorized. Removal of
the lead seal will void the warranty.
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SECTION 5

FIRST FLIGHT

5-1 General

The first flight must not be attempted unless every detail .9f lhe installation has been

acComplisndO in strict compliance with this manuat ahd the pilot is thoroughly familiar with

the standard operating procedures as defined in section 4.

During the first flight the pilot should have available a pencil and the flight test log sheet

includ-ed as Appendix B in this manual for recording flight test data.

Preflight the aircraft in accordance with normal preflight procedures'

Start the engine in accordance with section 4 of this manual.

Complete the normal engine run up and pre-takeoff check lists. Prior to brake
release, check engine lnstruments to determine that full takeoff power is
available. The take off should be accomplished with the mixture in the full rich
position and the induction heat off.

Climb to an altitude that is comfortable for normal cruising flight and reduce
throttle to cruise power. After trimming the aircraft for hands-off level flight, allow
enough time for ihe aircraft's speed to stabilize, then record the data requested
on line 1 of the flight test log.

While at the same altitude and power setting as above, carefully lean the mixture
to peak RPM or peak EGT if a constant speed propeller is installed. lf RPM or
EdT begins decrbasing as the mixture is leaned, then the full rich mixture setting
is too lean. Discontinue the flight and repeat section 3-3 of this manual. After 5

minutes of hands-off stabilized level flight, record the data requested on line 2.

While at the same altitude and power setting, slowly lean the mixture to the
threshold of engine roughness. Record on line A the RPM (or EGT) at which
roughness is first noticed and then return the mixture to full rich.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

lf any procedure specified in this section conflicts with
recommendations of the aircraft or engine manufacturer, then

those recommendations should take precedence over contrary
instructions contained herein.

lf at any time during the following procedures the engine. ol flight
instrum6nts give readings that are outside of acceptable limits, the

fliqht should be discontinued.
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7. While at the same altitude as above, advance the throtile to wide open. Adjust
mixture to 50 IPM (50.degrees EGT) on the rich side of peak, trim the aircraft
and allow time for the aircratt speed to stabilize. Record ddta required on line 3.

8. Climb to 7000 feet leaving. the mixture control set as directed in step 7 above.
Trim for hands-off level flight at full throttle, and allow time for speed io stabilize.
Record data on line 4.

9. While at the same stabilized flight condition, lean mixture to peak RpM (EGT).
Record data on line 5.

10. At the same stabilized flight condition, lean the mixture to the threshold of engine
roughness. Record the RPM (EGT) at which this occurs and then enrich onl| as
necessary, just to restore smooth operation. Record data requested on line 6.

11. Position mixture control to FULL RlcH prior to descent.

12' After landing retard the throttle to idle while mixture is full rich.Record idle RpM
on line B.

13. With brakes on, and tail tied down, set the engine speed at 1000 RpM and
perform a "jam" acceleration. Note behavior on tine C of ine test flight log.

Following completion of the above test, fill out all remaining portions of the flight test log
thtJ.tr. The griginal should remain with the aircraft log book iriO a copy must bi returnedto Ellison Fluid Systems, lnc. A close-up photograph of the compieied EFS installation
as well as a stand-off photograph of the aircraft in iis ready-to-fly bonfiguration would be
appreciated.
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APPENDIX A

Fig. 6-0
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DATE

TYPE OF ORIGINAL FUEL METERING SYSTEM

ALT OAT R PM
MAN FUEL
IAS PR ESS.

APPENDIX B

FLIGHT TEST LOG SHEET

PRE.INSTALLATION CALIBRATION
Of ORIGINAL FUEL METERING SYSTEM

AIRCRAFT WEIGHT LBS

orL
FLOW TEMP EGT

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A.

7000

7000

7000

Record RPM at which engine roughness occurs: Step 6

Step 10

B. Describe acceleration behavior observed in step 12:

RPM

RPM
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DATE

TBI MODEL NUMBER:

ALT OAT RPM

FLIGHT TEST LOG SHEET

POST-INSTALLATION CALIBRATION
of ELLISON THROTTLE BODY INJECTOR

AIRCRAFT WEIGHT LBS

SERIAL NUMBER:

MAN FUEL OIL
IAS PRESS. FLOW TEMP EGT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
A.

7000
7000
7000
Record RPM at which engine roughness occurs: Step 6

Step 10

B. Describe acceleration behavior observed in step 12:

RPM

RPM

C. Aircraft type: N# A/C Builder & OWNER

D.EngineModel:-Propeller:FuelPumptype&P/N

E. Engine time-TT:_SMOH:_
Engine installation includes which of the following features?

( ) lnduction Heat

( ) Electric Fuel Boost Pump

( ) Gravity Feed Fuel System

( ) Updraft lnstallation

( ) Air Filter

( ) Manual Boost Pump

( ) Engine Primer

( ) Horizontal lnstallation
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APPENDIX C
TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE

SYMPTOM

Dying at idle with engine cold

Dying at idle when engine is warm on a warm or
hot day but idle behavior stable on cool days or
when engine is cold

ldle setting seems to change

Acce le ration u nsatisfacto ry

Flat spot in throttle response when slowly open-
ing throttle

Excessively rich at idle conditions of visible
moisture or high humidity

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Not unusual - idle setting must be adjusted when
engine is warm. Without engine heat to evapo-
rate idle fuel, the throttle must be opened slightly
untilthe oil warms up

Vapor formation caused by fuel lines absorbing
engine heat when fuel rate is very low. This
problem is common with fuel injection systems
and may be prevented by:

1. Careful insulation of all fuel system
components

2. Blast cooling pumps, gascolator, filter,
and flow transmitter

3. lnstall vapor return line to tank per
EFS, lnc. instructions

Leak in fuel system on suction side of fuel pump
allowing air to be drawn into fuel systems.

Throttle slipping or unsupported
lce: apply carb heat
lnduction air leak between TBI and cylinders
Leaking throttle slide seal

ldle mixture too lean

lnduction air leak between TBI and cylinders

Mixture not in full rich position

Metering tube holes clogged

Plugged holes in metering tube

Induction air leak between TBI and cylinders

ICE - Apply induction heat
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Excessive idle RPM
screw is backed out

when idle throttle adjust
fully

Excessive leanness at high power

Leaking fuel after engine shutdown

1. Less than 1 tablespoon

2. More than 1 tablespoon
(leak continues)

Engine roughness at wide open throttle

Engine dies when throttle is slowly opened from
idle

Engine roughness at WOT that tends to smooth
out when mixture is leaned

Rich idle that persists after idle mixture
fully seated

lnduction air leak between TBI and cylinders

1. Full rich metering tube adjustment set
too lean

2. lnlet air turbulence caused by bad
airbox configuration. Review section 2-
9 of this manual

3. Fuel system flow capacity limit
(see section 2-2, item H)

4. lnduction gasket or airbox flange block-
ing bellmouth reference probe

5. Leak in fuel system on suction side of
fuel pump such as leaking primer or
pump lines which allows air to be
drawn into fuel system

6. Clogged fuel filter

7. Clogged metering tube holes

8. Vapor formation

9. Defective fuel pump

Normal

This sometimes occurs on new TBI units but
should disappear after fuel inlet control valves
have seated (usually within the first 10 hours of
operation)

Same cause as excessive leanness at high
power

tnduction air leak between TBI and cylinders

lnlet turbulence (see section 2-9)
too rich

or rich stop set

lndicates worn slide
unfiltered air. Return
for repair

seals caused by ingestion of
TBI to Ellison Fluid Systems
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Fig.6-1

APPENDIX D

Good lnlet Designs

FRAM Filter
cA1 69P12
or equiv.

Air from
carb heat
box

3" min

J_
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Fig. 6-2
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Fig. 6-3
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Bad lnlet Designs

Fig.6-4

Large volume Plenum Chamber

Fig.6-5 Fig.6-6

Fig. 6-7

T
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AIRBOX FLANGE

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

EFS-1 O

EFS-5

EFS-4-5

EFS-4

EFS-3

EFS-2

A

12Va

9Te

91/z

8Te

8Vz

6Yz

B

53/4

51he

51Aa

47e

43/a

37/a

c

57a

4?/8

47/e

4Va

41Aa

43/a

D

3Va

2Vz

21/z

2Vz

21/z

2Vz

E

3.37

2.34

2.34

2.34

1.94

1.94

6-8

F

2.40

2

1?/8

13/4

15/a

1.35

H

43/a

3Ya

37a

37ha

37a

23/a

I

31/e

2134a

213/rc

27/rc

27/ra

115/rc

J

5

41/z

43/B

33/o

3Ve

3

K

23/e

2

2

13/o

15/a

13/4

G

2

2

2

2

2

2


